Work continuing on Camden Valley Way, Narellan from Tuesday 19 January

The NSW Government is funding this $460,000 project as part of the $246 million Pinch Point Program which aims to reduce delays, manage congestion and maintain travel times on Sydney’s main roads, particularly during weekday peak periods.

Roads and Maritime Services is continuing to deliver this important project which includes installing a permanent electronic message sign. Work carried out so far includes concrete and foundation work.

The next stage of work will include:

- Installing a permanent electronic message sign on Camden Valley Way facing northbound traffic
- Excavation and foundation work
- Trenching and installing power cables
- Testing the sign.

We have included a map to help explain the location of the project.

This work will take four shifts to complete between Tuesday 19 January and Friday 19 February 2016, excluding weekends, weather permitting. Our working hours will be from 7pm to 6am.

There will also be four day shifts during this time, excluding Saturdays, from 8am to 5pm.

How will the work affect you?

There will be some noise associated with this work but we will make every effort to minimise its impact by arranging the work in stages at different locations and completing the noisiest work before 11pm.

Traffic changes

There will be some temporary traffic changes to ensure the work zone is safe.

Lane closures will be in place and may affect travel times. Please keep to speed limits and follow the direction of traffic controllers and signs. For the latest traffic updates, you can call 132 701, visit livetraffic.com or download the Live Traffic NSW App.

Contact

If you have any questions, please call our delivery partner DownerMouchel on 1800 332 660 or email enquiries_nsw@downermouchel.com. For more information on our projects, visit rms.nsw.gov.au.
Thank you for your patience during this important work.